SMART MAXIMO MOBILE
Maximo EAM mobile solution,
which adapts perfectly to the user's specific
environment

Application cross-platform
smartphone/tablet,
Android/iOS.
www.smartmaximomobile.com

Developed by Smartech

Work Orders

Management, planning and execution of work
orders, all in one
Create easily and quickly your interventions.
Add the type of intervention (preventive,
corrective...) the labor in charge, the material
and the tools required
Plan and follow up, and have an overview of
the intervention performed
Perform, visualize and manage all your
inspections and display its details.

Take advantage of its modules

Asset management throughout their life cycles
Add your assets on Maximo, from your
mobile.
Display your assets' information (parent,
location, supplier, status,..)
Take meter readings in one click
Scan your assets and view its information
and history.

Inventory

Service Request

A perfect control of your storeroom
Adjust the quantities of items in stock.
View and report on item transfers.
View transfer status and details of
transferred items
Optimal management of physical inventory
operations
Make counting easier during your inventories.
Display the list of items with their details.
Facilitate the search by scanning the rack or
the item without the need to scroll the list.
Real-time tracking of items by WO

Maintenance data improvement
Create your service requests and report
them to the people in charge.
Document your service requests with
relevant information (photos, videos...) in
real time.
Write and fill in fields with your voice
without typing.
Generate service requests in a preventive or
corrective service plan.

Labor Reporting

Management, visibility and reporting of the work
orders to be done
Allow your team members to plan, follow up on
their WOs and deliver excellent results.
Report the number of hours spent on
interventions as well as the start and end
date
Stay connected and synchronized with Maximo
and display all your assigned WOs.

Assets

Purchase Orders

Access your essential Maximo
processes from your smartphone
or tablet

Access to purchase orders
Display all details related to costs, buyer and
supplier, date, order lines and status.
Access to the receipt of items and/or services
View all POs no matter their status.
When receiving items subject to a PO, simply
scan its barcode or enter its number to
display it.
Change the status of the POs in one click.
Keep track of receipts smoothly and accurately
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PHOTOS & VIDEOS

Attach media from the application and report
your interventions and inspections.
For example, an operator can put an annotation
on equipment showing the state of the part that
needs to be changed.

SPECIFICATIONS

A new way to meet your most
complex EAM needs.

ONLINE & OFFLINE MODE

Users can upload all data when connectivity is
available, and access this information offline to
perform inspections and maintenance at sites
where there is no network coverage.
Work performed offline is stored on the phone
or tablet, and is automatically synchronized
once a network connection is established.

SIGNATURE

Receiving incoming materials and services is
easy and relevant, avoiding data entry errors
and reducing the use of paper through
electronic signature.

Want to test Smart Maximo Mobile
on your device?
1- Download the app
iOS QR code

Android QR code

PUSH NOTIFICATIONS

The system supervisor can share information
about security or planned or unplanned
maintenance activities with a single person or a
group of individuals.
CUSTOMIZATION

The app design and environment can be
customized for specific teams and
departments to increase to increase work
efficiency by keeping only the necessary
modules and fields depending on the operation
performed.

2 - F ollow the st e p s p r o v i d e d b y
o u r team

Developed by Smartech
contact@smartech-tn.com
(+1) 514 670 5173
www.smartmaximomobile.com

QR CODE & BAR CODE

Quickly scan barcodes and QR codes from any
connected device and automatically fill in the
information in Maximo.
This natively integrated functionality makes it
easy to inspect inventory, or search for spare
parts information during maintenance
operations.

EASY DEPLOYMENT

The solution can be downloaded from Google
Play, App Store, or by using an MDM solution or
any other software distribution process
adopted by the company.
No additional software is required on the phone
or tablet or at the Maximo server to use the
application.

